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Results of Survey of Cyclists in Shrewsbury Carried out By Sustainable Transport 

Shropshire (STS) in Autumn 2018 

Summary 
Shrewsbury faces a problem of intermittent traffic congestion, poor air quality, space constraints and a population 

whose physical inactivity is directly linked to disease. These are issues which active, sustainable transport is 

equipped to solve with existing low-cost technologies.  

Sustainable Transport Shropshire (STS) carried out a survey in Shrewsbury during the autumn of 2018 to better 

understand key issues from the point of view of cyclists (one of the key active, sustainable transport modes).  The 

aim was to generate objective data to support STS’s inputs into the incomplete Shrewsbury Integrated Transport 

Package, and into future developments under the Shrewsbury Big Town Plan and Shropshire Local Transport Plan 4. 

STS will also use the many comments and suggestions in devising a draft strategic cycle network for Shrewsbury. 

111 people responded to the survey. The great majority (93%) said that they cycle regularly - daily or weekly (and 

nearly two out of three cycle at least once a day).  Respondents may therefore be viewed as ‘expert users’ of the 

town’s network of cycle lanes, roads and parking facilities.  The survey should therefore give a representative view of 

the adequacy, and in many places shortcomings, of provision for those who currently cycle in Shrewsbury.  The 

government’s goal is for cycling to increase its share of short journeys in England; STS may at a later date undertake 

a survey of the very much larger population of people who do not at present use bikes. 

Just under one in ten respondents (9%) said they were Very Satisfied with the overall provision of cycle paths in 

Shrewsbury. Of the remainder about half (53%) were Slightly Satisfied, 28% Dissatisfied, and 8% Very Dissatisfied.  

Cycle tracks/surfaces was the most frequent topic raised with nearly two thirds of respondents expressing views on 

the need for improvement in the maintenance of surfaces and of overhanging foliage, and of design and build 

standards which did not make for a pleasant, relaxed or safe feeling experience.  There were many comments about 

the need for a coherent network of cycle ways to link the suburbs directly to the town centre and also to provide 

safe routes for school children to primary schools and to more distant secondary schools and colleges.   

There was general dissatisfaction with the widespread use of advisory on-road cycle lanes (usually far too narrow, 

discontinuous, poorly maintained and widely ignored by drivers who often stop or park on them, forcing cyclists into 

traffic) and there was a strong preference for fully segregated cycle ways to protect cycle users from motor traffic. 

Pedestrians will be pleased to learn that shared use footways are also disliked by people on bikes: many respondents 

mentioned the undesired conflict between cyclists and pedestrians on shared use footways. 

The need for more cycle parking, particularly in the town centre (railway station, Pride Hill and the Square), was 

raised by 40% of respondents.  Conflicts between cyclists and motor vehicle drivers were mentioned by many, 

particularly related to poorly marked advisory cycle lanes and advance boxes at traffic lights.  The need to reduce 

traffic levels in the town centre and have lower speed limits in residential areas was also a common theme. 

In terms of comments about specific problem areas for cyclists, nearly half mentioned parts of the town centre: 

Smithfield Road and the junction at the Welsh Bridge particularly, plus the need for more contraflows to allow two-

way cycling on one-way streets. Outside the town centre, the route north along St Michael’s Street to Harlescott 
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was flagged for improvements by nearly a third of respondents (specifically Heathgates roundabout) and the route 

from English Bridge to London Road especially as this is now widely used by college students. 

Sustainable Transport Shropshire will use the many comments and suggestions to guide development of a draft 

Strategic Cycle Network for Shrewsbury. They would like to discuss the findings with council staff, local councillors 

and with the Big Town Plan team to help guide investments in cycling and to ensure that new housing contributes to 

an overall strategic plan for cycling in Shrewsbury. 
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Results of Survey of Cyclists in Shrewsbury Carried out By Sustainable Transport 

Shropshire (STS) in Autumn 2018 

Objectives 
Sustainable Transport Shropshire (STS) carried out a survey of cyclists in Shrewsbury over the autumn of 2018 to try 

and understand key issues about the provision of provision of facilities  for cyclists in Shrewsbury.  The aim was to 

generate objective data to support STS’s inputs into the processes such as the Big Town Plan and Shropshire’s Local 

Transport Plan 4. 

Methodology 
A short survey form was developed (see Appendix A) and hard copies handed out to cyclists or loosely attached to 

parked bikes at various locations around the town during autumn 2018.  The survey flagged three options for 

responding: 

1) Fill in the form and hand in at two bike shops in the Town centre 

2) Email responses to STS 

3) Fill in a Survey Monkey web based survey 

In addition, STS circulated details of the survey via its email list and on its Facebook page and STS members 

circulated details among friends and colleagues.  

In the end the great majority of responses were via the Survey Monkey website (94) with a couple by email and the 

remainder by hard copy.  However, the hard copy fliers were probably a good approach to contacting cyclists outside 

the current STS network and people with fliers may have used them to reference the Survey Monkey survey as being 

more convenient than dropping off the form. 

Summary of Survey Results Received by 7 December 2018 
A total of 111 responses were received: 94 via the Survey Monkey website, 3 by email and 14 hard copy. 

Frequency of use and level of satisfaction 

 

62%

30%

5%3%

How regularly do you cycle within 
Shrewsbury?

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Hardly ever
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31  The state of repair of the 

surfaces of many dedicated 

cycle paths is very poor 

5. ..repair potholes: Underdale 

Road and particularly Holywell 

Street are awful and have given 

me a blown tyre and put me in 

danger. 

 

 

Detailed comments on problems and solutions 
As would be expected from a random survey of a population, the respondents were clearly a diverse range of 

individuals who expressed a range of views were on many topics.  However, there were also clearly some common 

themes with many respondents having the same or similar views.  We have attempted to draw these out and 

condense them in the summary below.  However, we feel that it is important to retain the original responses and 

these are presented in Appendix B 

Responses have been categorised according to a series of general themes and location specific points as summarised 

below1.  Text boxes with illustrative quotes from some of the respondents are included throughout the text.  The 

number at the start of these text boxes allows cross reference to the original response. 

General issues (% commenting on this topic in brackets)  

Cycle tracks/surfaces (64%) 

This was the most frequent topic with nearly two thirds of respondents 

expressing views on the need for improvements.  These comments can be 

grouped under two broad headings: 

1) Maintenance 

There were numerous comments about the need for more frequent 

maintenance on the existing segregated cycleways and advisory (on road) cycle 

lanes.  The most common themes were: 

                                                           
1 The distinction between Q3 (where are there problems?) and Q4 (aimed at identifying solutions) was not clear to all 

respondents and so responses to the two questions have been amalgamated in this report.   

9%

55%

28%

8%

How happy are you with the overall 
provision of cycle paths in Shrewsbury?

very satisfied

Slightly satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisified
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64  Its frustrating when a good 

cycle track just stops. Greater 

coherence in the cycle track 

network. So not necessarily cycle 

tracks on all routes but the 

ability to plan a journey in the 

knowledge that you will always 

be on a safe track. 

31 The markings on the edges of  

main roads designated for 

cyclists are dangerous. They are 

too narrow and often require 

cycling over drains to stay within 

them. 

47  More cycle parking 

provision generally, but 

particularly at the station - 

including improved security at 

key cycle parking points. 

• Poorly maintained surfaces and potholes: the route along the old canal in Sundorne was frequently 

mentioned.  Cyclists cannot safely ride on rough/uneven road surfaces.  Contractors need to be made to re 

surface adequately after these are dug up for utilities work. 

• Vegetation needing clearing: both overhanging branches and leaves on surfaces in autumn making cycling 

dangerous 

• Faded lines on roads leading to drivers ignoring advisory cycle lanes and boxes at traffic lights 

One respondent said that the council was always prompt at clearing these when they are reported which suggests 

that better systems for reporting problems may help.  However, clearly the current backlog in maintenance would 

need sorting first. 

2) Design/build standards 

There were many comments about the need for a coherent network of cycle 

ways to directly link the suburbs to the town centre and also to provide safe 

routes for school children.  Some people also noted the difficulty of crossing 

the ‘outer bypass’ safely to access the countryside for leisure cycling. 

In terms of design standards, there was general dissatisfaction with the 

widespread use of advisory on-road cycle lanes (often too narrow, 

discontinuous, poorly maintained and widely ignored by drivers who often 

park on them forcing cyclists into traffic) and strong preference for fully 

segregated cycle ways2.  Coloured tarmac was mentioned by several people 

as a potential solution to making cycle lanes more prominent. 

Maintaining continuity of cycle paths over side junctions was also a common 

theme and the need for safe crossing points around the roundabouts on both 

the inner and outer bypasses was mentioned in several comments. 

There was also a lot of comments about footways shared between cyclist and pedestrians such as Smithfield Road.  

The signs on the foot way surface seem to be too inconspicuous leading to confusion and conflict between cyclists 

and pedestrians. 

The cobbles in parts of the town centre were mentioned a number of times and the need for a smooth section to 

allow cyclists to go through without discomfort.  Speed humps, rumble strips and street furniture blocking cycle ways 

was also an issue for some people. 

Cycle parking (40%) 

This was the second most common category.  Although this may in part be due 

to the removal of the cycle parking on Pride Hill during the re-paving (we 

understand that this will shortly be re-installed), there were numerous 

comments about shortage of secure parking spaces elsewhere . 

                                                           
2 There were some respondents in favour of shared pavements (pedestrians and cyclists).  However, the large number of 
comments about conflicts between pedestrians and cyclists on existing shared pavements (e.g. Smithfield rd) suggests that this 
is not the preferred option for most. 
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23 Please can we have decent 

lights in the Quarry?  People 

walk through there at night in 

dark clothes with black dogs 

and no lights or reflective gear.  

When it's raining they are so 

hard to see. 

9 Get involved earlier at 

planning stage of large 

developments to influence 

provision and funding. ..Have a 

cycle champion on Town 

Council and Shropshire Council 

committees to provide a voice 

and link for local people. 

Most of these comments mention the town centre, particularly the train station but The Square and Pride Hill (post 

re-development) were also mentioned.  More secure cycle stands and CCTV also requested by some.  One person 

mentioned retail parks and new developments, especially apartments and houses with no gardens.  

"Policy" (26%)3 

This category included a broad range of comments.   

One group of comments related to the importance of engaging in planning system at an earlier stage and pushing 

developers to deliver better facilities for cyclists.  A strategic overview of an ultimate coherent cycle network will 

support this.  The idea that cyclists/pedestrians should be given priority over drivers was mentioned by several 

people. 

Many people suggested events and PR to promote cycling and the use of the existing cycle paths.  Ideas here 

included: 

• Have a cycle champion on the Council.  

• Hold an annual ‘bike’ day (or similar festival) – close the town centre 

and encourage people out on their bikes - facilitate providers such as 

Mellors/Quest 88/Stans, to make use of the Quarry in particular. 

• Promote Shrewsbury as a ‘cycle friendly’ destination and as a hub for 

leisure cycling in the local countryside 

Wider police enforcement of rules to protect cyclists was mentioned by some 

(see more on behaviour below). 

There was also a group of comments about the need for the council to provide more funding for cycle proficiency, 

and cycle to school schemes.  

"Signs & lighting" (18%) 

Many of these comments related to shared usage areas where conflicts arise 

due to confusion as to who should be where.  Common areas mentioned were 

The Quarry and Smithfield Rd. 

The need for better lighting in The Quarry was a common theme.  

There was also a request for better route finding signs that could be clearly 

read by cyclists on the move. 

"Behaviour " (18%) 

This includes some of the most passionate comments and clearly a number of respondents have had frequent 

and/or dangerous encounters with cars (including being knocked over).  Conflict between cyclists and pedestrians is 

widely recorded (particularly on shared usage paths e.g. the Quarry (especially dog owners) and Smithfield Rd).  

However, many respondents also noted concerns about behaviour of other, less considerate cyclists who give 

                                                           
3 There is some overlap between this category and the design/build standards section of the comments on tracks/surfaces.  This 
section tries to focus more on the strategic planning aspects rather than the details of the design/build. 
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79  Traffic reduction through 

town to improve safety and air 

quality. Park and ride needs to 

be made much more 

convenient 

12  Urgent improvements to 

the crossing point at the Welsh 

Bridge from the quarry park to 

Smithfield road, this is very 

dangerous at the moment and 

also the wait for the lights is 

exceptionally long 

3  Linking from Abbey Foregate 

to the station would be good as 

the roads are too dangerous 

through town. I have arthritis 

and carrying my bike down the 

steep flight of steps to the river 

by English Bridge is very 

difficult. 

cyclists a bad name (riding on footways, no bells, not wearing hi-Vis and lights).  Clearly some of the 

recommendations raised above (more segregation of cars, cyclists and pedestrians) will help to address this. 

Reduced speed/20mph  (9%) 

Nearly one in five respondents mentioned the need for reduced car speeds, particularly on residential streets where 

20 mph was noted as an appropriate speed. 

Reduced cars (8%) 

There were several calls for reduced car access to town centre, High St, 

Smithfield rd.  Or temporary restrictions (10-4pm?) and/or perhaps a 

congestion charge.  Problems with air quality were mentioned by several 

people and reduced cars around schools.   

The idea of periodic car free days was also raised. 

Specific Locations (% commenting on this topic in brackets) 

Town Centre (47%) 

Nearly half of respondents made specific comments related to the town centre and the challenges in navigating the 

crowded streets on a bike.  Key areas were: 

• Welsh Bridge – particularly the town end and access to Victoria Quay 

(several comments about the pedestrian crossing point here – 

dangerous and slow) 

• Smithfield rd – route is discontinuous and shared footway confuses 

pedestrians (improved signage needed) 

• Possible cycling contraflows to make cycle routes across the town 

more direct (particularly Castle Foregate, Belmont, Windsor Place, St 

Julian’s Friars, between Belmont Bank and Williams Way to get back to 

Belle Vue 

• Link to station from Abbey Foregate 

• Abbey Foregate and English Bridge –now have to use 4 separate traffic 

lights to cross gyratory and then no cycle lanes into town/Quarry 

• Cycles to bypass lights from Howards St onto cycle path under railway 

bridge 

• Possibility of additional bridge over river (Suggested Porthill but 

elsewhere it has been suggested between Porthill and Welsh Bridge) 

• Route under the English Bridge dangerous due to low height 

• Exiting the quarry to Victoria Quay (pinch point with gate causing hazard to cyclists and pedestrians) 

• The removal of the central reservation on Smithfield Road and cycle parking facilities on Pride Hill are 

examples of low priority for cyclists. 

• Cobbles 

• Regular closure of river path due to flooding highlights absence of safe routes through the town. 
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18  Main cycle route 81 along 

canal desperately needs 

improvement. I use x2 weekly - 

or avoid in wet weather, as do 

others 

42. Whole route between town 

and Harlescott very unpleasant 

for cycling with intermittent 

parallel routes or unofficial 

pavement. Difficult junctions to 

cross. 

79  Traffic light sequencing at 

bottom of Abbey Foregate and 

English bridge  - since we have 

to wait for 4 sets of lights to 

head into town the lights need 

to respond much more quickly 

to cyclists/pedestrians needing 

to cross. 

Commuter Route North (C-N) (29%)  (see sketch map on Page 12 for general location s of this and other ‘routes/ 

zones’ mentioned below) 

Lots of people mentioned Heathgates roundabout and generally the A5191, specifically between the Post Office 

sorting office and Heathgates roundabout.   

Other problem areas include: 

• There are pinch points on both the main Northern routes into town, 

where cycling is dangerous on the road and there are no dedicated 

cycle lanes. eg Ellesmere Rd from Greenfields school (busy with cars 

and parked cars on road), St Michael's St from Flaxmill. 

• Lancaster Rd – worn cycle lane markings (north end) 

• Between Sydney avenue and Telford way – improved surfaces and 

lighting 

• The old canal route from Telford Way up to Uffington is only a 

decent surface for cycling once past Pimley Manor – needs an all 

weather surface 

• The route between Bagley Road and Lancaster Road is signed via the 

south junction of Whitemere Road with Mount Pleasant Road. The 

route via the north end of Whitemere Road has much less traffic, and avoids the climb in each direction 

• Coton Hill busy with cars on road and people on footways. Cars are parked using valuable space. 

• Old canal route by New Park Road needs upgrading for cycle use (widening, cleaning, removal of obstacles) 

and the junction with New Park Road regraded to reduce the gradient approaching the junction. 

• Flaxmill route under the railway to Herongate and Greenfields needs tarmacing and raising to prevent 

flooding, plus good lighting at night.  

• Sundorne needs good connection via the old canal path at Lesley Owen Way with tarmac and street lighting 

all the way in to town to Darville and Ditherington Road. 

Commuter Route East (C-E) (14%) 

The main comments in this area relate to Abbey Foregate: both the poorly marked advisory cycle lanes and the 

unsatisfactory provision around the gyratory and over English Bridge.  Specific comments include: 

• New cycle lane by Wakeman college is infringed by pedestrians and 

dumps cyclists with nowhere to go (and width constrained by road 

signage).  

• Monkmoor Rd – inadequate advisory cycle lanes (poorly marked and 

discontinuous)  

• Need for priority of cycle lanes across road junctions (eg Bell Lane 

junction on Abbey Foregate) 

• Contraflow for cyclists along Abbey Foregate (minor road section 

north of the Abbey) 
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36  Desperately need a 

bridge/underpass at Dobies 

island , when lights go out, 

which is often the crossing goes 

out also - nightmare to cross 

with the lights but without - 

suicidal. 

46  I had a head on collision with 

another cyclist on the cycle path 

on Woodfield Ave at Shelton Rd 

junction on 5/11/18 resulting in 

a horific bruise to my face, black 

eye and sore wrist. I have had a 

near miss here 2 years before. 

As the cycle path begins early 

down Woodfield Ave the corner 

is blind. This is a main pedistrian 

route to St. Georges School and 

main cycle route into town 

Commuter Route South (C-S) (14%) 

A number of respondents mention the lack of a continuous, safe cycle route from Bayyston Hill to the town centre 

(which would naturally follow Hereford Rd and Belle Vue rd to Coleham and Greyfriars Bridge). 

• Need a direct route from Bayston Hill to town . Using the Pulley lane 

route isn’t an option as it adds over a mile and an extra 15-20 mins to 

a cycle journey which is a lot when you need your commute to be as 

short and swift as possible.  Dobbie’s crossing is just not fit for 

purpose.  

• Meole Brace shopping centre has no cycling access from north side 

from new roundabout cycle access point. 

• Close Belle Vue Road/Hereford Road on the railway bridge except to 

buses, emergency vehicles and cycles. 

• Greyfriars Bridge is too narrow and busy with people walking and cycling - a new bridge treble the width is 

needed. 

• Longden Coleham could be much nicer for cyclists with raised apron, slowed traffic and cycle priority for 

people on the Greyfriars Road to Greyfriars Bridge route. This bit should have a village feel, not a main road 

feel.  westwards curbside road surfaces in Coleham, very broken and dangerous to cycle on 

• Create a cycle path all along the Reabrook from the Abbey to Meole Brace roundabout. 

Commuter Route West (C-W) (14%) 

There were numerous comments about the lack of safe cycling provision along Mytton Oak rd.  Other contribution 

included: 

• Copthorne Road and Mytton Oak Road need a protected two way 

cycle lane along the whole route - parked cars will need to go, 

perhaps to new residential parking zones in neighbouring streets 

• Woodfield road Copthorne is supposed to be national cycle route but 

there is no cycle path  

• New cycle river bridge at foot of Copthorne Road to give speedy 

direct access. Positioned by Sixth Form College, with access route 

from Copthorne Road to east side of block of flats next to bowling 

green. Bridge would give access into Austin Friars and to a new cycle 

route to town centre. 

• Link Ford to Oxon with a cycle path and cycle crossing within the 

Oxon link Road development. 

• New Street in Frankwell is a road that needs attention - could easily accommodate one way car traffic with 2 

directional cycle tracks (a lot of children walk along the narrow path and it's very dangerous) 

• In Gains Park, the dual-use path from Pensfold shops emerges onto Gains Avenue dangerously. 

• Shelton rd to lights from Mount.  Put a cycle lane in the middle of the road i.e existing outer lane and 

remove the cross hatching to make it the car lane to go onto Holyhead rd 

• Radbrook road - this is very dangerous and I was knocked off my bike 
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39  Abbey Foregate up to the 

college on London road does 

not feel safe, the cycle path 

isn't wide enough. 

55  I'd really value improved 

cycle routes on main routes to 

all primary and secondary 

schools (i.e., to encourage 

students and parents to cycle) 

• The old A5 from Shelton Water Tower out to Montford Bridge is a main route out of town for our Cycling UK 

groups. This stretch of road has an extremely poor surface & most of our riders dislike riding this route. The 

road requires resurfacing urgently. 

Inner Bypass  (13%) 

There are existing segregated cycle ways along much of the ‘inner bypass’:  B4380 and A5112 Roman rd, Hazledine 

Way, Pritchard Way, Bage Way, telford Rd and Oteley Rd.  The main comments about these are: 

• Condition of the track surfaces – particularly Roman Rd, Hazledine Way, Pritchard Way 

• Dangerous crossing at roundabouts – particularly the Longden Rd crossing due to the many school children 

using this 

• Obstruction by street furniture and pinch points (e.g. over bridges) 

School Zone South (SZ-S) (10%)  School Zone South - see sketch map below for general locations 

This is the area between Radbrook/Copthorne and Meole Brace/Belle Vue 

where there are a lot of primary and secondary schools and many routes are 

NW-SE in contrast to the radial commuter routes to/from the town centre. 

The area around and between Meole Brace and Priory Schools was the main 

focus due to the large number of secondary school pupils using bikes to go to 

school.  Comments included the dangerous roundabout crossing (Roman 

rd/Longden Rd), the discontinuous cycle way on Bank Farm Rd(need for priority over side roads), the poor state of 

the cycle path on Roman Rd 

School Zone East (SZ-E) (10%) 

This is the area between Underdale and Sutton where again there are large 

numbers of students using bikes to go to school.  Many of these routes are N_S 

in contrast to the radial routes but the route along London Rd/Abbey Foregate 

that links tow of the campuses for Shrewsbury Colleges Group is very 

important.  

• Sutton Road north end to be closed to cars. Remainder of Sutton Road to have protected two way cycle 

route (preferably on both sides). 

• Create protected cycle route along Ebnal Road (from Shrewsbury College) and Sutton Way.  

• Need protected cycle route from Shrewsbury College towards town perhaps using Wenlock Road which is 

wider than London Road? 

• Speed reduction needed in the Preston Street/ Belvidere road area . Already busy with school traffic this is 

going to get a lot worse. My experience is this is the most likely place for a near miss when cycling. 

Commuter Route South East (C-SE) (6%) 

This is the route from Sutton and Wenlock rd to the town centre.  There may have been relatively few comments 

about this area as the segregated cycle way along the old railway line is popular.  However, the route does not 

currently have a safe crossing over Pritchard Way and it then loses coherence nearer to town (Bynner St/Longden 

etc)  
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• The path on Pritchard Way is difficult at parts, especially at night. It is bumpy and difficult on the narrower 

parts 

Outer Bypass  (5%) 

A number of comments about the need for safe crossing points to allow access to the surrounding areas for 

commuting and leisure cycling.  Cross Houses, Hanwood, Hadnall. Churncote, Bowbrook, , Emstrey.  Weeping Cross 

Island should have had a cycle route provided as part of the "Sustainable Urban Development" being built.  Cycle 

path on the bridge over the bypass on the road to Bridgnorth. Better cycle track up to Dobbies roundabout, going 

out of town. 

Potential issues on Berwick Rd (currently very quiet) if NWWR goes ahead. 

What happened to the proposed cyclepath from Bayston Hill to Condover turn on the A49? Notorious for heavy 

traffic and accidents; a safe route to access the quiet lanes would be a real bonus. The verges are more than wide 

enough in most of this section to allow this to happen. 
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How often do you cycle within Shrewsbury? 
Daily  /  Weekly  /  Monthly  /  Hardly ever (circle one answer) 
 
How happy are you with cycle paths, routes and parking? 
Very satisfied  /  Slightly satisfied  /  Dissatisfied  / Very dissatisfied 
 
Are there specific places where things need to be better?  
(Give as much detail as possible) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please give us ideas for making Shrewsbury better for cycling 
(With as much detail as possible) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sustainable Transport Shropshire is a group of 
volunteers working with the Shrewsbury        
Big Town Plan to bring about a transformation 
in how people move around our town.  

We are developing proposals for a cycle and 
walking network that is actually fit for purpose.  

We have some ideas but we’d like to hear from 
lots more people.  

Please complete the questions overleaf or go 
online: surveymonkey.co.uk/r/WFXLTTH 
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Appendix B – Individual Comments Grouped by Topic 
 

General Comments Grouped by Topic 

Cycle tracks/surfaces (64%) 

Cycle tracks 

10  Cycle only routes through town. 

11  Too many obstacles where cars have the right of way on major cycle routes e.g roundabouts. 
Hedgecutting next to cycleways leaving thorny  cuttings on the path. 

12  More separate cycle paths, better connectivity for schools and shops.  

13  Fewer Speed Humps,  which are tricky to avoid on narrow roads. 

15  Build proper cycle paths (no stop/start at side roads) on all main roads 

16  worn out cycle lan markings need repainting before they disappear completely eg Lancaster Rd (north end), 
Abbey Foregate (Shirehall area) 

19  More shared pedestrian/cycle routes and wider pavements 

2  more dedicated off-road cycle space, especially along major roads. 

22  Anywhere where there are no cycle lanes on single busy carriageways. More cycle lanes 

23  On-road cycle lanes are too narrow Ideally cycle lanes should not be on the road at all but if they are on the 
pavement need to be properly though out with adequate width and not disappear suddenly into trees etc.  

24  Where feasible convert pavements to dual use so enabling children and nervous adults to cycle off the road. 
This would also have the benefit of making pedestrians aware that they are sharing 

25  PROPER protection from traffic. Separate lanes with curbs even at pinch points if necessary to the detriment of 
car flow. Bike lanes ( with kerbs) & reduce car flow into the centre 

26  Cycle lanes which stop short of narrowing areas or short of roundabouts are dangerous. Also cycle paths 
should have priority over traffic on side roads. 

28  more 'bike paths' in the centre, or a clearer idea of where cyclists can go to reduce the aggression from cars 
when you are on the road, or pedestrians if you are on the pavement. 

29  1. Too many cycle routes are not 'joined up' - they take you part way into town, for example, then come to a 
halt and you have to find your own way across the traffic. 
2. Make cycle access to schools a priority - good cycle routes / care free around schools etc. 
3. Existing cycle routes need remarking - the original paint is worn away in many places. 

3  More on pavement cycle paths.  

30  Crossings at roundabout arms especially Old Potts Way, Heathgates, Longden Road.  
Light controlled crossings are too slow to change for people on foot and bicycle. 

31  The state of repair of the surfaces of many dedicated cycle paths is very poor. Eg from Meole Brace 
roundabout along the inner ring road. It is not surprising that many cyclist prefer to stay on the roads which is 
never as safe. 
The markings on the edges of  main roads designated for cyclists are dangerous. They are too narrow and often 
require cycling over drains to stay within them. The highway code suggests cyclist should cycle half a metre from 
the side of the road and cars should give them at least a metre clearance. These 'lanes' for cyclist suggest to many 
motorist that they can overtake close to the white line of the cycle lane.  Dangerous. 

37   The cycle racks should be bright green, so that we can see where they are, and to make people think "green" 

38  Wider cycle paths,  

39  Improve cycle lanes.  Less potholes 

4  Lighting, trimming hedges around cycleways, better marking if cycleway 
 Clearer marking of cycle oaths to minimise conflict with non cyclists,  
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41  White lines marking cycle lanes faded to nothing on some roads: survey and repaint where necessary 

42  Existing cycle routes on roads need smooth surfaces all the way, with particular attention to junctions and 
roundabouts. 
Cycle lanes off road need smoothing and obstacles removing ie lampposts, road signs, parking meters, bins, flower 
tubs, bus stops. 
Vegetation and overhangs and debris need removing from off road cycle lanes and regular cleaning.  
Conflict between walkers and cyclists needs to end. Roads need to be made safe for people to use bikes. 

43  Linking up more of the routes to give safe cycling across town 

44  All cycleways need to be better maintained/repaired/cleared of debris & rubbish. (They are getting narrower 
by the year). 
Glass/uneven surfaces are a particular proble.  They are becoming so uneven that many cyclist are taking to the 
road rather than risk the cyclepaths 
More traffic-free cycle paths (not dual use footpaths - actually away from traffic).  At the moment the only one to 
my knowledge in Shrewsbury is Telford Way to Uffington along the canal, although this is now very uneven too 
and is avoided by many cyclists. 
What happened to the Sustrans inititive, which I for one bought into expecting real change, it promised so much 
and delivered so little?  We were promised traffic-free cycling. (NOT HERE) to get anything worth calling traffic 
free you have to travel a considerable distance - Derbyshire, SouthWales etc.  They managed to put in miles of 
cycleways for pleasure/exercise, rather than routes to satisfy a travel plan for schools/work. 
What happened to the proposed cyclepath from Bayston Hill to Condover turn on the A49? Notorious for heavy 
traffic and accidents; a safe route to access the quiet lanes would be a real bonus. The verges are more than wide 
enough in most of this section to allow this to happen. 

45  Repainting of cycle lanes on roads generally. 
Giving priority to cycle lanes across road junctions (eg Bell Lane junction on Abbey Foregate) and elsewhere 
generally. 
Cutting back vegetation on footpaths next to cycle lanes on eg Hazledine Way. 
Stopping temporary roadworks signage from being put onto cycle lanes. 
Ensuring same standards of tarmac laying on cycle tracks as on roads (eg bumpy new tarmac near roundabout 
works on Hazledine Way) 

47  New and extended traffic free routes out of Shrewsbury to tourist attractions and villages. 

48  Basically more dedicated and segregated cycle routes (see Amsterdam).  

5  POTHOLES EVERYWHERE!! The most important thing is to repair potholes 
Clearer marking on cycle paths. People think you're breaking the law when you're actually on an official cycle path 
(e.g. under the bridge by the station). 
Sort out pot holes.  
The most important thing is to repair potholes: Underdale Road and particularly Holywell Street are awful and 
have given me a blown tyre and put me in danger. 

50  There are no dedicated cycle lanes any where in Shrewsbury. The lanes are almost always intruded by the cars 
whether moving or parked 
The lanes should be isolated from the cars . The cycle lanes should be separated from the pedestrians too. The 
potholes along the roads should be covered to avoid cycle accidents. 

51  The cycle track on the A5112 between the Heathgates island and the driving range island needs clearing of 
chipping after the resurfacing a few weeks ago, also the cycle tracks at Battlefields near the recycling centre need 
sweeping regularly as there is always glass on them. During Autumn the cycle tracks need to be kept clear of fallen 
leaves, it is dangerous cycling on wet slippery leaves 

53  provision of cycle routes leading in to town, they only seem to be available around the outside of the town 
centre. 

55  Clearer road markings / colouration showing cycle lanes 

56  Cycle paths everywhere or shared pavements. Follow the Dutch way 
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57  General condition of designated cycle tracks - poor surface, broken glass 
Get rid of stupid cobbled surfaces in town centre - not original, no point, crap for bikes (worrying for the 
unsteady). 

58  Different colours for cycle lanes ( more definition)! 

59  Invest in separating cycle lanes from cars. 

6  add cycles paths to the roads. 

61  I prefer to use roads when cycling my decent spec bike as I find cycle lanes on some roads can have more grit 
and glass and cycle lanes on footpaths have more junctions with drives and side roads. However I do think cycle 
lanes are excellent for those people (with or without children) wanting a safe, traffic free ride. 

62  PRIORITY FOR CYCLISTS It's silly having to give way at small roads, farm tracks, entrances to car show rooms 
and house drives every 10 metres . Also some of the existing junctions are a portfolio angle to the road, so you 
have to look over your shoulder to look out for traffic. I've been in a cycle group on the Pontesbury -Minsterley 
cycle track and we've almost had a pile up when we had to stop suddenly for a milk float coming out of a farm 
drive. We also had 2 punctures on this stretch. So I always cycle on the road now. But because there is a cycle 
track,  cars often gesture and beep pointing to the track. These cycle paths are a dated idea, more suited to young 
children.   

63  cycle paths have far to many "give way" points- roman road is a good example where cyclist are expected to 
give way at road junctions as they cross them causing significant interruption to progress and considerble risk. 
they are almost entirely ignored by the children cycling to school. many cycle paths fade out exactly where they 
are needed most e.g at traffic islands and narrowing points in the road 

64  Its frustrating when a good cycle track just stops ?!?] eg London Road 
Greater coherence in the cycle track network. So not necessarily cycle tracks on all routes but the ability to plan a 
journey in the knowledge that you will always be on a safe track. 

7  Where appropriate more pavements designated for cycling & pedestrians. More dedicated cycle lanes 

70  When cycle paths are dug up (e.g. by utilities) they need to be repaired with appropriate smooth surfaces and 
not very rough ones.  
The more cycle paths off the road the better.   
Make "keep clear" boxes more obvious.  Some were painted a long time ago and can hardly been seen and they 
are ignored by cars so difficult for cyclist to get across roads on cycle paths.   
Broken glass is usually cleared quickly when I report, thank you. 

71  Often cycle paths suddenly disappear and you are directed onto the road for a short while then back on a path 
again, or parts of journey where no paths to link up other sections. Ie Coming out of Falcons way into B4386. Cycle 
lines on some roads exist but as road so narrow and also so many drains and uneven surfaces impossible to cycle 
within this line( Mytton Oak road). Pls try cycling at any speed down Roman road from Porthill roundabout- bone 
shaker++++!  
I think to encourage more cycling you will have to give cyclists priority of way and a specific cycle lane with a 
barrier of some sort. It’s at junctions that there needs to be a clear right of way, and traffic light with symbols for 
cycles and pedestrians promote cycling ( as in London). 

72  Highlighted routes for quiet roads around town 

75  Too many to mention. From 'pinch point's to poor surfaces. From overgrown routes to footpath confusion. 
Less pavement riding - we should be sharing the roads! Less 'cyclists dismount' 

76  Inconsistent cycle path provision throughout the town, no segregation from vehicles 

77  More purpose built, car free cycle paths that take in Shrewsburys rural landscape and connect suburbs/retail 
parks. 

79  Parking restrictions or parking lanes on Abbey foregate so cycle lanes are not blocked by parked cars. 

80  Everywhere as there are huge numbers of potholes and low drain covers just where cyclists would ride. 

81  Repair surfaces that are rutted and uneven, repaint white lines after resurfacing 

82  make many more miles of footpaths 'Share with Care' Local councils have this power 
Shared footpaths to all schools, out of town shopping malls, into town from all areas. 
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Easy. We won't run over any pedestrians.  
Cars are killing greater numbers of cyclists. 
Mobility scooters use footpaths, why not cycles? 

85  In and around the town centre, as well as on the main arteral roads leading to the town centre. Cycle paths 
should be segregated as in the Netherlands and Denmark, and the planned Beelines in Manchester. Shrewsbury as 
a unique opportunity to define itself as a walking and cycling town. A recent article has said that those who walk 
and cycle spend more in local shops - this combined with Shrewsbury's independent shopping reputation who be 
fantastic.  

87  A joined up cycle network. There are virtually no cycle lanes in the town centre - Smithfield Road, Castle Gates, 
High Street, Town Walls (and few bike racks). When there are lanes, they disappear (eg near Shire Hall) 

88  Join up the cycle paths as a lot go nowhere and Start and stop in odd places 

89  Need more cycle tracks everywhere. If you want to save the planet then you need to ensure that cyclists are 
supported and safe. 

9  Width of cycle zones on edge of road needs to be wider when they are put in. 

90  Clearly painted routed in the town centre or round the river route. So far behind other towns like Oxford or 
Cambridge 

91  Ensuring that clearly marked cycle lanes run on all major routes into and out of town. 

93  Should resurface the cycle lanes in a coloured tarmac to highlight to cars that they should not drive in them 

E1  There is one matter I would like to see put right. On the High Street between the junctions with Dogpole and 
Fish Street  there are two or three stretches of rough cobbles. In my opinion they are both uncomfortable and 
dangerous for the cyclist and should be removed. A similar stretch of cobbles near the Market was removed some 
time ago. To take out the cobbles on the High Street would involve closing the road, but this is not necessary. A 
strip about two feet wide down the left hand side should be altered, with the rough cobbles being replaced by flat 
stones. I do hope you can get something done. 

E3  All new developments should automatically come with cycle paths and links to established paths.  All existing 
paths should be maintained and cleared of leaves/broken glass.  
Joined up paths will encourage new cyclists 

H1  Town area isn’t marked out clearly leading to confusion over where the pathways can be used 
cycle paths often have large  gaps where it is unclear where you are supposed to go (e.g. featherbed lane) 

H10  White rd marking.  Most need re painting 

H11  Surface all roads and cycle routes with smooth tarmac 
do not install rumble strips right across the road. Leave at least 1.5m each end 
remove the kerbs which force cyclists to move out into the middle of the road at roundabouts 

H12  Take a look at the cycle lanes in Holland - that would be ideal.  Cyclists there are isolated from the traffic and 
have special facilities at junctions and crossings Most cycle lanes in Shrewsbury are not visible, the paint has long 
ago worn out.  The lanes must be maintained. Ideally cycle lane should be isolated from the traffic flow 

H13  Town council responsible for cutting hedges and verge but they don’t tidy up and consequently thorns and 
punctures as a result 

H3  remove obstacles from cycle lanes eg roman rd, box on stalk and 40mph sign near Longden rdbt; black 
bollards by pedestrian/cycle traffic lights near upper rd. bollards on Sundorne rd trail nr the Allerton rd areas 
improve surface - rough between Longden rd and Radbrook rd along Roman Rd cycle trail 
Deplorable surface on the cycle track between Telford Way and Primley Manor it is very rough and is filthy when 
wet 
remove the dangerous raised white lines on several cycle tracks eg Sutton rd to Oteley Rd - these are lethal when 
wet 
Improve entry and exit from tracks - some just stop dead eg Smithfield rd and along Whitchurch rd 
The pavement outcrops along the rd between Priory and Meole Brace school - these mean moving further into the 
roadway 
make shared cycle /footpath more obvious - some pavements are bur some not and conflict can arise due to 
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confusion 
Good luck 

H5  Forced to leave path into rd Better joins between paths and road - not smooth 

H6  More cycle paths please! 

H7  Clearing of cycle paths on roads 

 

Cycle parking (40%) 

10  More places to lock bikes up - the train station can get very busy. 

12  More cycle stands for locking bikes up.  

16  More town centre cycle stands especially around the Square where some have been lost in front of the 
museum 
More central cycle stands 

17  More designated cycle parking all over town 

21  More places to lock bicycles are needed in the town center - it can be hard to find a parking place for a bike on 
Saturday morning for example 

28  Hopefully the new work on the high street will have more places to securely chain the bike to (last time I had 
to put it on a rail outside waitrose)  

29   More bicycle parking in town with cc tv monitoring. 

38  safer cycle storage systems 

39  More cycle secure parkinh 

4  More cycle parking in city centre. 

42  Much more parking needed everywhere, not only in town centre. Especially at convenient corners, by 
businesses, more at multiple locations on retail parks, at bus hubs. Also in residential areas where houses don't 
have front gardens. And also near to blocks of apartments/flats - these should be covered from the weather and 
provide some security against theft eg permanent locks and cctv. 

46  More bike racks in the town centre are required. 

47  More cycle parking provision generally, but particularly at the station - including improved security at key cycle 
parking points. 

48  much better cycle parking provision (see Amsterdam).  

5  More bike locking facilities outside train station. 
More locking points 

54  More bike racks in town, not replaced Waitrose ones and too few 

55  - Improved cycle parking in town (i.e., currently missing the cycle racks outside waitrose)'- 

58  More cycle bays to lock bikes. 
Lots more cycle bays as end up locking against poles or lamppost.  

66  More cycle parking 

67  More bike racks please (what happened to the ones outside Waitrose?)  

68  Will the cycle racks outside Waitrose, at the top of Pride Hill, be re-instated, please? 

69  More bike rackes OUTSIDE shrewsbury train station. There are plenty on platform 7 but in order to use these 
you have to remove all paniers and bar bag which is not convenient. You don;t always want to take these items 
with you where you are going by train. Bar bags and paniers even though empty have been confiscated from my 
bike when left in place on the bike. 

7  More bike racks in town centre.  

73   Also more safe cycle parking, preferably under cover 

74  Lack of cycle racks in town centre 

75  Better cycle parking 
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79  More cycle parking in town centre and outside station. 

85  There is clearly a need for more cycle parking - the racks next to the market hall are always full as are the ones 
next to the job centre in the square.  

86  There is an overall lack of cycle parking racks within the town centre, especially since those outside of 
Waitrose on Pride hill have been removed. More provision to park cycles securely, I.e, hitching rail style parking 
(like those outside of Starbucks in the Square) as these allow securing of my cycle without risk of damaging my 
wheels. 

87  adequate bike storage racks in popular areas - Quarry, Town Centre, doctors surgeries etc 

89  More bicycle parks. Not enough in Shrewsbury.  

91  Also there needs to be a significant increase in the number and location of cycle parking places. 

94   Also it would be good to have more cycle racks in town as they often get full - it would be good to have the 
ones back that were outside the Museum. 

E2  Centre could do with more racks to lock - Market and pride hill 

E3  Town Centre needs more cycle rack parking and the reinstatement of the large parking area outside Waitrose.  
There are never enough in the Market Square. 

H1  More cycle bays in and around town to park your bike 

H13   More cycle parking in the square - often difficult to park 

H14  Whilst cycle racks are well dispersed and very welcome within the loop of the town the town centra 
expecially in the vicinity of The Square can be a difficult location to find a free rack 

H2  More cycle racks no Xmas trees in the racks respect! 

H6  More racks for cyclists in the station 
Racks for cyclists on Pride Hill and other shopping areas  

H8  Parking at Shrewsbury library is limited for bikes 
It would be better to have a secure bike park in the centre of town 
Leicester bike park is a good example  
happy to pay for such a facility 

H9  cycle racks need more (there were some outside Waitrose maybe they are putting them back when Pride Hill 
is done 

 

"Policy" (26%) 

11  Make all traffic light sensors sensitive for cycles. 
All new housing developments to cater for designated cycle routes. 

12  More traffic calming measures, more leisure routes set such as on the rowing club side of the river 

23  Police presence on the roads to pull drivers over for close passes, or dangerous driving, driving whilst on the 
phone, abusing cyclists for fun etc.  Someone drove at me deliberately two days ago: I would have been hit had I 
not taken evasive action.  I'm now considering a helmet cam.  Driver education is key IMO. 

25  Have periodic car free days on a Sunday like the big south American cities. Have an annual or more frequently 
traffic free cycle that's not a race with organised road closures. 

29  1. Provide 'wheel and spoke' access into / out of town centre - routes that lead into the town centre from 
around the town. 

30  None of the new developmens in Shrewsbury is providing safe, convenient and direct walking and cycling 
routes to school, shopping etc. These should be an absolute priority as it is much easier to do this work as part of a 
new developent rather than retro-fitting 
Close the High Street to traffic between 10am- 4pm 
The riverside path from Greyfriars Bridge to the Weir is closed for too long before and after flooding. Policy  needs 
to  be reviewed. 
That's it for now! 

42  Make it all more convenient - two way cycling allowed on every one way street. 
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43  Linking up more of the routes to give safe cycling across town 

47  Cycle hire & cycle promotion for Shrewsbury - facilitating providers such as Mellors/Quest 88/Stans, to make 
use of the Quarry in particular. 
More funding to cycle proficiency, and cycle to school schemes.  

48  Also very frustrating that cycling seems to have a low priority when compared with cars. The removal of the 
central reservation on Smithfield Road and cycle parking facilities on Pride Hill are examples of this. 

50   I suggest those responsible for the roads in Shrewsbury should seek advice from their counterparts in 
Copenhagen where cycling is a lifetime experience and is the best and safest mode of transport in the city 

55  Promotion of Shrewsbury as cycle friendly destination 
- Cycle equivalent of Park Run 
- Annual cycle celebration (promoting cycling to work/school/college, including road closures to cars, high profile 
speakers, cycle demos etc...) 
- Grass track racing event in the Quarry 
- Green (?) hi-viz tops (with suitable slogans) promoting peace between cyclists and motorists 

57  FREE Cycling proficiency lessons test/certificates for all kids in every school I've just seen two different parents 
with bikes who didn't have a clue with presumably their 8? yr old children positively dangerous.  

58  Less negative press about cycling and more promotion! 

59  Campaign to educate drivers how yo deal with bikes. 

6  Giving priority to cycles over cars generally will only increase the number of people using them. 

62  PRIORITY FOR CYCLISTS You've got to give cyclists greater priority and visibility if you want to encourage more 
cycling and less driving plus making it safer. 
Have people who actually cycle assist with cycle route planning. Could you even use a virtual tour through cycle 
routes during the planning stage ? I've seen it with 3d architecture plans, swooping in and around a new building 
before the build. 

63  adopt the concept used in netherlands of removing give way at 4 point road junctions in suburban and town 
zones- this slows traffic down automatically and encourages considerate road use.It is also beneficial for the flow 
of traffic 

64  And stricter rules about parking across a track. 

67  A mass cycle round all the cycle routes to highlight them for (potential) cyclists and drivers alike 

7  All new housing developments (say greater than 5 houses) should be connected to cycle lanes to town centre. 

73  Roads are dominated by motor transport - the balance needs to be redressed to improve accessibility for ALL 
road users include cyclists, motor disability scooters etc.  

77  .Mirrors for cyclists' rear view.  

80  Lobby local and central government to have a duty to make cycling provision when plans are presented for any 
new road or road junction as well as considering accident black spots . 

82  make many more miles of footpaths 'Share with Care' Local councils have this power 

88  Education in schools on correct use of cycle paths for not only cyclists but pedestrians, education on shared 
pathways. 

9  Get involved earlier at planning stage of large developments to influence provision and funding. Often the 
applicant states they are being sustainable and uses cycleway/ footpath provision to score points. Often doesn't 
happen in reality. 
Advertise/promote existing cycle paths better. Host events to familiarise local people. 
Have a cycle champion on Town Council and Shropshire Council committees to provide a voice and link for local 
people. 

H1  buses with cycle racks for longer journeys 

H7  More promotion of cyclists in the town - awareness of them.Especially in winter 
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"Signs & lighting" (18%) 

10  Also as my ride takes me through the quarry there should be more street lighting here to benefit visibility for 
all. 

13  More lighting on cycle routes.  

16  More cycle route signage 

20  Additional Wayfinding signs required around the Gains park area fantastic traffic free cycle routes but no 
signage to either local schools, hospital or city centre 

23  Please can we have decent lights in the Quarry?  People walk through there at night in dark clothes with black 
dogs and no lights or reflective gear.  When it's raining they are so hard to see.  I have to use a very bright light I 
normally use for night off road riding to see them.  Make any comment about this to people and they invariably 
respond that I shouldn't be going so fast, no matter what speed I'm do 

29   More signage eg 'cyclists give way to pedestrians' etc. 

35  Some signs asking pedestrians to be more aware of cycles - particularly dog-owners with long leads who allow 
their dogs to wander away from them to the other side of the path! 

37   The roadsign posts should be light grey, not black. At night, they are dangerous for pedestrians, not just 
cyclists on dual-use paths. 

59  Better signage for bike lanes on roads 

60  Better lighting in the Quarry. 
One or two more lights would enable this to be used much more widely as an alternative to roads.  

70  Also more vertical signs would help. 

75  Clearer routes (signage) 

78  More warning signs for cyclists might help or some sort of segregation. 

88   Improved signage along telford way especially by the pedestrian crossing to encourage pedestrians to be 
vigilant for cyclists whilst waiting at the crossing 

92  More signs… 

93  Should be signs reminding people to check for cyclists before opening car doors and stepping off pavements. 

H1  clearer signage and demarkation on all routes 

H3  make shared cycle /footpath more obvious - some pavements are bur some not and conflict can arise due to 
confusion 

H5  Poor st lighting 

H6  Mayybe more signage to indicate cycle paths as pedestrians are unaware or ignore (when path is 50:50) 

 

"Behaviour " (18%) 

23  drivers expect you to ride within their narrow confines and become annoyed when you don't, which leads to 
drivers shouting abuse or deliberately driving too close to punish you for being, as they see it, too far out in the 
road. 

23  Police presence on the roads to pull drivers over for close passes, or dangerous driving, driving whilst on the 
phone, abusing cyclists for fun etc.  Someone drove at me deliberately two days ago: I would have been hit had I 
not taken evasive action.  I'm now considering a helmet cam.  Driver education is key IMO. 

28  more 'bike paths' in the centre, or a clearer idea of where cyclists can go to reduce the aggression from cars 
when you are on the road, or pedestrians if you are on the pavement. 

35  Some signs asking pedestrians to be more aware of cycles - particularly dog-owners with long leads who allow 
their dogs to wander away from them to the other side of the path! 

4  campaign to urge cyclists to be more responsible in using lights, hi Viz and cycling at appropriate speed. 

42  Conflict between walkers and cyclists needs to end. Roads need to be made safe for people to use bikes. 

5  Nobody ever leaves the cycle boxes at junctions free. It's very annoying for somebody like me who never jumps 
red lights etc, alas I think it's just a symptom of the general hatred for cyclists by most drivers. 
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Obviously I am given enough room bu overtakers half the time at best. (I always do when driving) 
better provision to dodge queues at rush hour signals points to encourage more people to see legally upstanding 
cyclists having a better journey to work so more will join. 

53  ensuring cyclists use cycle paths, it is very often the case that some cyclists do not use the cycle paths and 
disrupt traffic when there is a cycle route available.  

54  Confusing on Smithfield as been told off for cycling on pavement 

57  Car drivers need EDUCATION about leaving space IT'S BLOODY DANGEROUS being cut up by drivers who don't 
allow space. I'm not surprised many won't cycle for fear. Battery powered bike shot along towpath at full speed 
owner couldn't give a damn about cyclists or pedestrians.  
Rules for two way cycle paths eg heathgates towards Wickes which side to cycle not marked many young 
inexperienced/European nationals? Bikes with no bells or sometimes no lights some on right or left esp dangerous 
in dark with speeding traffic towards Tesco very  close - one slip and your under a car. 
Car drivers still using mobiles as no police to police. 
Some car drivers either don't understand or care how close to killing people they are when they don't leave room 
- education/reminders 

58  More awareness of just how vulnerable cyclists are!! 

61  On shared (foot and cycle) paths encourage keep left 

64  I would say that generally I find motorists in Shrewsbury very sympathetic to cyclists. This should be 
acknowledged and encourage 

84  More priority for cycling with the river loop, in the town itself. Dogs running loose in the Quarry, which is a 
national cycle route is very dangerous 

89  Radbrook road - this is very dangerous and I was knocked off my bike 

9  Cyclists need to be encouraged to be more courteous/safer and have a bell to warn pedestrians. Cyclists who 
don't are giving those of us that do a bad name especially when this is coupled with them riding illegally on busy 
pavements. 

93  Should give parking tickets to people who park on cycle lanes. Nuture a culture of tolerance between cyclists, 
pedestrians and drivers.  I feel cyclists often get the abuse when there is any conflict.  I even saw a cyclist who was 
thrown off his bike in the park by an extendable dog lead crossing infront of his wheels being told off by the dog 
owner when it was clearly the dog owners fault 

H10  all dogs on short leads 

H12  stop cars parking in the cycle lanes and in the protected area at traffic lights 

H13  Better understanding between cyclists and motorists 

H5  Drivers need to be more educated not to go on cycle paths that are part of the rd.  Drivers drive very close. I 
get forced off the rd 

H6  Cars parking in cycle lanes e,g, London rd 

 

Reduced speed/20mph  (9%) 

12   I also think the 20mph limit should be extended to all residential streets. 

2  20mph on neighbourhood road 

20  Reduce the speed of traffic with blanket 20mph.  

30  20mph throughout built up areas  

34  Reduce speed limit to 20mph on Smithfield Road, Mount Pleasant, Lancaster Road, Sutton Road, Wenlock 
Road. 

39  Slow cars down with traffic calming measures. 

42  20mph default. 

59  Reduce speed limit for cars in suburban areas where this not possible. 

75  20mph limit 
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H11  speed limits 
a) 10mph in loop/town centre 
b) 20 mph to ring rd 
6) Police to enforce the highway code 

 

Reduced cars (8%) 

11  Too many cars in the loop of the river. 
Ban cars from High street. 
Congestion charge for vehicles using loop of river. 

15  Ban traffic from the town centre. 

18  Curbing cars! 
Especially along Smithfield Rd allowing safer access. 

21  ) Levels of air pollution from diesel vehicles in the town center must surely be high at rush hour and depending 
on weather conditions. This cannot be healthy for cyclists or for pedestrians (or even for motorists, for that 
matter) - would it be feasible to restrict traffic or diesel vehicles in the town center (politically unrealistic, I'm 
sure). In general....the town would be easier for cycling and for walking if cars were kept out and the whole center 
was pedestrianized - is there any possibility of doing this? 

29  Reduce car usage - more pedestrian / cycle routes. 

42  Town Centre ban cars except for deliveries, residents, disabled.  

79  Traffic reduction through town to improve safety and air quality. Park and ride needs to be made much more 
convenient- I've been told that some workers in town don't use it because of the difficulty of getting on a bus at 
the end of the working day. 

84  Ideally measures to keep cars out of the Town, to encourage cycling.  

H11  Town centre 
a) Block through traffic 
b) car parks, only access by the shortest route from outside the area coming in 

 

Location Specific Comments Grouped by Area 

Town Centre (47%) 

1  Welsh Bridge; poor access onto Victoria Quay and into Frankwell. 
Smithfield; Cycle path ends at junction by bus garage then restarts beyond curtain shop 
New cycle bridge at Porthill over river. 
Contraflow cycling along Windsor Place and Belmont also in Abbey Foregate around the Abbey.. 

10  Through town the roads should be wider with more consistently allocated cycle paths. Cycle only routes 
through town.  

11  Cycle access to the quarry difficult by the river entrance by the sixth form college. 
Fish street cobbles. 
Access from Howard Street traffic lights onto cycle path under the railway difficult. 
Crossing road by Welsh bridge takes too long and cars sometimes ignore red light. 

12  Urgent improvements to the crossing point at the Welsh Bridge from the quarry park to Smithfield road, this is 
very dangerous at the moment and also the wait for the lights is exceptionally long. When the 'green man' comes 
on the time to cross is so short it is dangerous for the old, disabled and very young. By the time an able person has 
crossed the road the crossing light has gone back to red. I think there will be a serious accident here if this is not 
changed and some traffic calming measures are not put in place. Traffic goes round that corner far to fast.  

13  Welsh Bridge to English Bridge 
More Contra Flows .  
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18  Curbing cars! 
Especially along Smithfield Rd allowing safer access. 

19  St Julians crescent should allow cycling in both directions 

20  Enable a short cut to access the front of the railway station 

21  Also the Welsh Bridge is a real bottle neck for cyclists and pedestrians, and can be dangerous for the former - 
would it be possible to make one side of the bridge a cycle route only?  
Welsh bridge - dedicated cycling lane on left or right hand side.  
Greater restriction of traffic / diesel vehicles in town center. Full pedestrianisation of the town center - could 
Shrewsbury as the 'city of flowers' also aspire to be the UK's greenest city? 

28  The outskirts of town seems good, but as soon as you get to the centre it is awful. 

29  1. Provide 'wheel and spoke' access into / out of town centre - routes that lead into the town centre from 
around the town. 

3  Linking from abbey foregate to the station would be good as the roads are too dangerous through town. I have 
arthritis and carrying my bike down the steep flight of steps to the river by english bridge is very difficult. 

30  Default cycle contraflows on one way streets as in French and Dutch cities 

32  The delay for cyclists & pedestrians crossing at the traffic lights at the Victoria Quay end of Welsh Bridge is 
unacceptably long. 
 Being legally able to cycle down Castle Gates towards the station Continuing the pedestrian crossing at the end of 
St. Julian's Friars across Wyle Cop 

34  Crossing on 'Town Side' of Welsh Bridge between needs much longer green time for safe crossing between 
Smithfield Road & Victoria Avenue. 

35  When the river is up and the gates are closed, there is no clear alternative route to get you back on the 81. 

38  The cop and in the centre itself 

42  New protected two way cycle route on south side of Smithfield Road. 
Make Dogpole and Castle Street one way northbound for buses, with one way cycle route on the southbound 
direction. High Street becomes one way east bound for buses. Town Walls reserved for two way cycling plus 
residents and deliveries.  
At foot of Castle Gates two way protected cycle route by station to St Michael's Street, with option to turn left 
into Smithfield Road two way cycle route. 

47  Welsh Bridge (narrow for cyclists) 
Possible contra-flow for cyclists (within the bus lane!) down Castle Gate to get to the Station or Dana link. 
Accomodate very short contra-flow link between Belmont Bank and Williams Way to get back to Belle Vue 
without using Wyle Cop.  

48  Smithfield Road (signage, marking, clarity of route, segregation) 
Around the train station (access routes and cycle park provision) 
Route under the English Bridge dangerous due to low height 
Exiting the quarry to Victoria Quay (pinch point with gate causing hazard to cyclists and pedestrians) 
The removal of the central reservation on Smithfield Road and cycle parking facilities on Pride Hill 

5  There should be way cyclists can enter the pavement under the railway bridge from Howard Street when 
there's a queue of cars as in most mornings. 
The most important thing is to repair potholes: Underdale Road and particularly Holywell Street are awful and 
have given me a blown tyre and put me in danger.  

53  Town Centre,  

54  Confusing on Smithfield as been told off for cycling on pavement 

55  Cycle route down Castle Hill (i.e., greater 2 way circulation for cyclists around town) 

56  Smithfield Road and London Road. They are both busy roads and cars drive fast. Often they overtake bikes too 
close or cut them off to avoid oncoming traffic 

57  Road condition on edge of road(drains repairs etc)along Raven Meadows 
Route from top of Pride Hill to railway Station. 
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58  Smithfield road as no one knows where right of ways are apart from small discs on the pavement! 

59  Victoria Quay? in front of the armoury. Should be two lane cycle route and one way for cars towards Quarry 
park. 

6  Also to and from the train station there are almost zero cycle paths, this is the most important and vital area. 
Allow cycles to move in both directions to and from the train station  

62  TWO WAY CYCLE LANES EG on Castle Gates road past library to avoid having to go all the way around the one-
way with cars etc.  Safer and quicker. Two things that will encourage cycling.  

68  A cycle link from the fish street/high street/milk street cross roads to the top of wyle cop, if it were possible, 
would be good. 

69  smithfield road The cycle path is on the pavement. Sometimes pedestrians do not appreciate this. It needs to 
be more clearly indicated 

70  Smithfield Road cycle path is a great route although it needs to be more obviously marked as a cycle path.  It 
needs cycles painted on the path surface.  I only found out it was a cycle path by reading about it in the paper I 
would not have noticed it otherwise.  Pedestrians must be surprised when they see cycles as it does not look like a 
cycle path. It is brilliant to have the path as it is off the road.  Also more vertical signs would help. 

73  Smithfield Road 

74  No cycle route between top of Pride Hill and station 
No cycle route from Milk St to Wyle Cop 

78  Without the Quarry park it would be very/long and hard to get back from town onto the English Bridge, 
without going all the way down Smithfield Road and round.  Similar hard to get to the railway station the other 
way, so some alternative cycle routes could help that.  Also on the Quarry managing the shared space with 
pedestrians / dog walkers can be difficult, particularly at night, and just early late on in the winter months when it 
is dark.  More warning signs for cyclists might help or some sort of segregation. 

83  Access to/from railway station particularly leaving station towards Ditherington. The pavement under the 
railway bridge on Castle Foregate and along Smithfield Road on the river side have signs indicating they may be 
used by cyclists but I must admit I am not certain about this, and it should be made clearer. 

84  Some of the traffic lights take an age to allow pedestrians and cyclist to cross (Welsh Bridge to the Quarry 
road). 

87  There are virtually no cycle lanes in the town centre - Smithfield Road, Castle Gates, High Street, Town Walls 
(and few bike racks). When there are lanes, they disappear (eg near Shire Hall) 

90  Coton hill, Chester street onto Smithfield road. Having a white cycling painted is not clear enough. Many 
arguments with people walking not clear of rules. On the end of Chester street and the start of Smithfield is a 
dismount sign that is not needed and not useful for  a 10m stretch! 

92  The easiest win would be not to allow the cycle route through Quarry Park to be closed by contractors setting 
up for an event.  10th July this year the route had temporary fencing and security guards set up right across main 
route through the park.  I did contact the Town Council who claimed there were notices up (not true) and that it is 
not a public right of way.  Pictures available if your interested. 

93  Castle Hill.  To return from town towards Castlefields is a very long round trip via Smithfield Road.  The tow 
path is fine to use when it is not flooded or during daytime.  I feel too vulnerable to use it when dark on my own 
as I am a female cyclist. 
Bikes should be allowed to cycle across English Bridge on the footpath provided they give way to pedestrians. 

94  I am keen to support the creation of a cycling and walking link from Abbey Foregate to the station. 

E1  There is one matter I would like to see put right. On the High Street between the junctions with Dogpole and 
Fish Street  there are two or three stretches of rough cobbles. In my opinion they are both uncomfortable and 
dangerous for the cyclist and should be removed. A similar stretch of cobbles near the Market was removed some 
time ago. To take out the cobbles on the High Street would involve closing the road, but this is not necessary. A 
strip about two feet wide down the left hand side should be altered, with the rough cobbles being replaced by flat 
stones. I do hope you can get something done. 

E2  Station bike lane under bridge is badly marked and doesn’t link well with route from Dana 
new lanes on Abbey foregate is unclear what they are for 
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Linking back to wyle cop from town centre behind lion hotel is a bit of  a mess 

E3  The river cycle route stays shut far too long after a flood.  People are walking along it but the gates remain 
shut and that means we all have to climb over and lift our bikes over. 

H10  1) weir to Welsh bridge cycleroute!! By river 
a) all dogs on short leads 
b)removal of overhanging/blocking vegetation 
c)safe surface under railway bridge 

H11  Town centre 
a) Block through traffic 
b) car parks, only access by the shortest route from outside the area coming in 

H14  Although Chester st and Smithfield rd have designated cycle ways there is no continuous white demarcation 
line.  Cyclists often travel at speed along here and pedestrians are very vulnerable 

H3  Improve entry and exit from tracks - some just stop dead eg Smithfield rd and along Whitchurch rd 

H4  Current cycle track along Smithfield rd just runs out before Rousehill.  Needs to go all the way to traffic lights 
No cycle route from High st to the library and station 
Improve Smithfield rd 
Make Dogpole a 2 way cycle route on one side of the rd 
add cycle route down Castle st going down hill 

H6  Welsh Bridge - no cycle lane and pavements are narrow. 
Better paths for cycles under railway bridge 

 

Commuter route - N (29%)  

11  Potholes on cycleways e.g on hill going down from Lesley Owen way to canal path. 
Poor drainage leaving large puddles on the canal path east of Telford Way. 
Flooding of path and mud accumulation at both ends of the Telford Way underpass. 

16  worn out cycle lan markings need repainting before they disappear completely eg Lancaster Rd (north end), 
Abbey Foregate (Shirehall area) 

17  Heathgates roundabout towards the town centre.  Excellent paths everywhere else from that roundabout but 
the stretch down to the traffic lights is a challenge 

18  Main cycle route 81 along canal desperately needs improvement. I use x2 weekly - or avoid in wet weather, as 
do others.  
After great route along the river, it really stops the reliability & access - for commuters, leisure & visitors. 

26  Between Sydney avenue and telford way 

27  from town centre to Sundorne and further alng the path by the canal - please surface it! 

3  More on pavement cycle paths. North side of town especially eg: st michaels st up to big tescos 

30  Crossings at roundabout arms especially Old Potts Way, Heathgates, Longden Road.  

33  The old canal route from Telford Way up to Uffington is only a decent surface for cycling once past Pimley 
Manor; the southern section is very poor surface & has caused many a puncture within the Cycling UK group that I 
ride with, so much so that we avoid that stretch now & cycle up alongside Sundorne road, crossing many side roads 
en-route. 
Berwick Road is a main route out of town for our Cycling UK groups. This route is predicted to have a higher volume 
of traffic when the NWRR is completed, so provision for the safety of cyclists along Berwick road should be 
incorporated. 

34  Reduce speed limit to 20mph on Smithfield Road, Mount Pleasant, Lancaster Road, Sutton Road, Wenlock Road. 

36  Heathgates island crossing , difficulty crossing at the top of Telford way if you want to go down Whitchurch road 
with constant traffic coming up Telford way.  

37  The route between Bagley Road and Lancaster Road is signed via the south junction of Whitemere Road with 
Mount Pleasant Road. The route via the north end of Whitemere Road has much less traffic, and avoids the climb in 
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each direction. 

42  Coton Hill busy with cars on road and people on pavements. Cars are parked using valuable space. 
Ellesmere Road busy with cars and parked cars on road. 
St Michael's Street busy with cars and parked cars on road - it needs a two way protected cycle route. 
Old canal route by New Park Road needs upgrading for cycle use (widening, cleaning, removal of obstacles) and the 
junction with New Park Road regraded to reduce the gradient approaching the junction. 
Flaxmill route under the railway to Herongate and Greenfields needs tarmacking and raising to prevent flooding, 
plus good lighting at night.  
Whole route between town and Harlescott very unpleasant for cycling with intermittent parallel routes or unofficial 
pavement. Difficult junctions to cross. 
Sundorne needs good connection via the old canal path at Lesley Owen Way with tarmac and street lighting all the 
way in to town to Darville and Ditherington Road. 

44   Telford Way to Uffington along the canal, although this is now very uneven too and is avoided by many cyclists 

45  Pedestrian/cycle lights where cycle path on Telford Way where it crosses Whitchurch Road near Heathgates 
roundabout 

51  The cycle track on the A5112 between the Heathgates island and the driving range island needs clearing of 
chipping after the resurfacing a few weeks ago, also the cycle tracks at Battlefields near the recycling centre need 
sweeping regularly as there is always glass on them 

52  I cycle a lot, but within a fairly small area - Herongate, Greenfieldsand towardsthe town centre.  I am satisfied 
with my route on my own.  I do get slightly nervous on the stretch of Ellesmere Road I cover when my 8 year old is 
following me though, due to the narrow road and speed of traffic 

53   Through Ditherington and Ellesmere Road 

57  railway station to heathgates roundabout esp road condition just down from Heathgates Roundabout. 

60  Ellesmere and Ditherington roads are not easy to cycle. 

67  Turning right under the railway bridge by the Gateway - cycle path ends here - and then turning left past the 
Post Office heading north. 

7  A5191, specifically between the Post Office sorting office and Heathgates roundabout. 

71  Crossing any of the roads at the Whitchurch roundabout very difficult- you have to dismount and push here as 
to go round the road here would be suicidal!! 

77  The existing cyclepath on Whitchurch Road (A5112) which runs from Heathgates roundabout to the retail park 
could be improved. Perhaps more infrastructure/road markings to increase awareness at side road junctions. Or 
even better a sign posted diversion which takes cyclists away from main A roads and into residential links (Similar to 
the national cycle route 81) 

8  There are pinch points on both the main Northern routes into town, where cycling is dangerous on the road and 
there are no dedicated cycle lanes. eg Ellesmere Rd from Greenfields school, St Michael's St from Flaxmill. 
I only know about the North side of the town. The pinch points (above) should be overcome but this may mean re-
routing or dualing of pedestrian pathways where in some cases they are wide enough anyway.  However,. dualing 
needs some separation.  eg recent research has shown that joint use by pedestrians and cars is dangerous for the 
blind ore deaf. 

88  Create a proper cycle Lane down featherbed Lane not just white lines in the road,there's plenty of space 
without encroaching on the road. 

92  I park in the Sundorne Sports Village car park and cycle to work which is mainly at Welsh Bridge.  When not on 
Cycle route 81 (winter and when dark) I cycle along Sundorne Road that is parallel to the B506.  I have to turn left 
into Albert Road and then cross the B5062 which is very busy and difficult to get across.  I have always though a 
Zebra crossing would be useful.  The other option is to cycle along the pavement to the Heathgates Roundabout 
and then try to cross the roads.  This is even more tricky even with a traffic island as drivers don't see us waiting to 
cross. 

E2  North Battlefield harlescott track is poor 
Also need better provision on A489 and Wem rd 
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H1  cycle paths often have large  gaps where it is unclear where you are supposed to go (e.g. featherbed lane) 

H10  2) heathgates to Whitchurch Rd.  Make slip rd to roundabout a left turn as on all motorways 

H3  Deplorable surface on the cycle track between telford way and Primley manor it is very rough and is filthy when 
wet 

H5  Whitchurch rd have to be careful of rd junctions.  From Heathgates rdbt to Mt Pleasant too many side rds 

 

Commuter route - E (14%) 

14  Coming from Underdale it would be helpful to have a contraflow cycle lane from the end of Holywell St. along 
the old Abbey Foregate to Abbey Hardware.  

16  worn out cycle lan markings need repainting before they disappear completely eg Lancaster Rd (north end), 
Abbey Foregate (Shirehall area) 
Contaflow for cyclists along Abbey Foregate (minor road section north of the Abbey) would allow continuation of 
cycle route down Whitehall St from Monkmorr Rd 

23  Or, on Abbey Foregate going up towards Sainsbury's where the marked cycle lane passes parked cars where 
one must leave room in case someone opens a car door into you which, again means you cannot cycle within the 
marked lane, leading to annoyance and abuse. 

39  Abbeyforegate up to the college on London road does not feel safe, the cycle path isn't wide enough.  

42  New cycle lane by Wakeman college is infringed by pedestrians and dumps cyclists with nowhere to go (and 
width constrained by road signage). 
Abbey Foregate cycle lane is next to parked cars' doors. 

45  Better cycle lanes coming down Abbey Foregate. 

5  Better marking on cycleway on castle walk where pedestrians are getting more & more common on the cyclists' 
side. 

58  Cycle paths on Monkmoor road. 

62  London Road, Abbey Foregate  put in a curb to divide cars from bikes, or widen the pavement and make it 
cycle -pedestrian path. This would also stop cars from parking on the cycle lane.  And at the Monkmoor road 
Abbey Foregate cyclists coming into town could continue through, where drivers are held at the lights.  

78  Poor / dangerous road surface on Abbey Foregate on the approach to Column Roundabout (outside Shirehall) 
as you approach from Abbey Foregate and also from Wenlock Road onto the roundabout.  Road surface at the 
bottom of Monkmoor road is also poor as you approach the lights, turning onto Abbey Foregate. 

79  Traffic light sequencing at bottom of abbey foregate and English bridge  - since we have to wait for 4 sets of 
lights to head into town the lights need to respond much more quickly to cyclists/pedestrians needing to cross. 
Wait for lights to change at the top of while cop is also far too long. The pavement here can get very crowded with 
pedestrians and bike pushing cyclists  trying to leave town by coming down while cop. 

88  The path that runs along the side of the police station through telford estate could do with a drop curb so can 
be accessed from the roundabout. Improved signage along telford way especially by the pedestrian crossing to 
encourage pedestrians to be vigilant for cyclists whilst waiting at the crossing 

91  From Abbey Foregate all the way onto town. Odd bits of cycle path which end abruptly just aren't good 
enough 

93   cars regularly cut off the cycle lane by driving across it at the Mookmoor road traffic lights near Guide Dogs for 
the Blind. 

94  I am keen to support the creation of a cycling and walking link from Abbey Foregate to the station. 

H2  Abbey foregate - contraflow by Abbey 

 

Commuter route - S (14%) 

12  A cycle path setting up all along the Reabrook form the Abbey to Meole Brace roundabout. 
This could be done quite cheaply with free aggregate from local quarries and volunteer labour from organisations 
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such as Sustran 

24  Belle Vue road, from Meole Brace to English Bridge plus Longden Coleham from Belle Vue Gardens to Coleham 
Head 

36  Desperately need a bridge/underpass at Dobies island , when lights go out, which is often the crossing goes 
out also - nightmare to cross with the lights but without - suicidal. 

41  Improve wesrwards curbside road surfaces in Coleham, very broken and dangerous to cycle o 

42  Meole Brace shopping centre has no cycling access from north side from new roundabout cycle access point. 
Close Belle Vue Road/Hereford Road on the railway bridge except to buses, emergency vehicles and cycles. 
Greyfriars Bridge is too narrow and busy with people walking and cycling - a new bridge treble the width is 
needed. 

44  What happened to the proposed cyclepath from Bayston Hill to Condover turn on the A49? Notorious for 
heavy traffic and accidents; a safe route to access the quiet lanes would be a real bonus. The verges are more than 
wide enough in most of this section to allow this to happen 

45  Longdon Coleham road - lack of cycle land and poor road surfaces going out of town. 
Better cycle track up to Dobbies roundabout, going out of town. 
Wall to prevent flooding/mud on Rea Brook underpass on the Hereford Road 

58  Wenlock road, Longden road as deteriorating, 

6  Moving from Belle Vue or other areas on the outskirts in the centre of town.  

62  CLARITY AT MEOLE BRACE there are few if any lights to show pedestrians or cyclists if it's safe to cross. And no 
request lights on the roundabout.  It's also very slow to get around and difficult to get quickly and simply to 
Sainsbury or the other shops, cycle lanes don't carry on or cut through by Halfords,  M&S, McDonald's etc. 

66  Coleham is a difficult area, travelling towards the Abbeyforegate part of town 

89  Longden road into Longden Colebam again no cycle Tracy's and very dangerous 

E2  South and west of town is fine 

H10  3) meole Brace roundabout to retail park 
a) make a new separate tarmac path and cycle path direct over grassed area 
b) join the two ends of the cycle route by lighted crossing in Hereford rd 

 

Commuter route - W (14%) 

22  On-road cycle lanes are too narrow eg on Mytton Oak Road towards RSH, where they do more harm than 
good as drivers expect you to ride within their narrow confines and become annoyed when you don't,  

30  Mytton Oak Road especially west of Crowmeole Lane junction. Signing, continuity and links are all poor which 
means that previous improvemets such as traffic free links to Falcons Way , and closure of Racecourse Lane, are 
not made use of. 

33  The old A5 from Shelton Water Tower out to Montford bridge is a main route out of town for our Cycling UK 
groups. This stretch of road has an extremely poor surface & most of our riders dislike riding this route. The road 
requires resurfacing urgently. 

37   In Gains Park, the dual-use path from Pensfold shops emerges onto Gains Avenue dangerously. The road is 
narrow, a bus route, and littered with parked cars, making the blind exit very hazardous. I think part of the small 
wooded area at the east side of the junction should be cleared, to improve visibility. The trees come up to and 
even over the kerb, and there is no pavement. 

39  Also Woodfield road copthorne is supposed to be national cycle route but no cycle path 

42  New cycle river bridge at foot of Copthorne Road to give speedy direct access. Positioned by Sixth Form 
College,with access route from Copthorne Road to east side of block of flats next to bowling green. Bridge would 
give access into Austin Friars and to a new cycle route to town centre.  

46  I had a head on collision with another cyclist on the cycle path on Woodfield Ave at Shelton Rd junction on 
5/11/18 resulting in a horific bruise to my face, black eye and sore wrist. I have had a near miss here 2 years 
before. As the cycle path begins early down Woodfield Ave the corner is blind. This is a main pedistrian route to 
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St. Georges School and main cycle route into town. 
Better connection from New Street to path along river by the Boat House Pub would allow families to cycle to the 
theatre. 
Link Ford to Oxon with a cycle path and cycle crossing within the Oxon link Road development. 

59  Copthorne road no cycle lane and Parking both sides makes it v unpleasant and dangerous. 

71  parts of journey where no paths to link up other sections. Ie Coming out of Falcons way into B4386. so many 
drains and uneven surfaces impossible to cycle within this line( Mytton Oak road) 
 Copthorne Road very dangerous as so narrow and so many parked cars but diff to do anything here. 

73  Mytton Oak Road, Copthorne Road - cycle lane comes and goes! 

85  New Street in Frankwell is a road that needs attention - could easily accomodate one way car traffic with 2 
directional cycle tracks (a lot of children walk along the narrow path and it's very dangerous) 

89  Radbrook road - this is very dangerous and I was knocked off my bike 

E2  South and west of town is fine 

H11  Shelton rd to lights from Mount.  Put a cycle lane in the middle of the road i.e existing outer lane and remove 
the cross hatching to make it the car lane to go onto Holyhead rd 

H5  Copthorne all paths have kerbs across them 

H6  Traffic lights generally are too slow to change and result in cyclists and pedestrians taking risks. Esp. 
pedestrian crossing by Woodfield Av on B4380 and by Welsh Bridge by Wetherspoons 

 

Inner Bypass (13%) 

31  The state of repair of the surfaces of many dedicated cycle paths is very poor. Eg from Meole Brace 
roundabout along the inner ring road. It is not surprising that many cyclist prefer to stay on the roads which is 
never as safe. 

45  Cutting back vegetation on footpaths next to cycle lanes on eg Hazledine Way. Bumps and poor surfaces on 
parts of cycle lane along Hazledine Way. 

46  The shared cycle path on Roman Rd is too narrow so discourages school children and others from using it. 

47  Slow traffic down on inner ring road at roundabouts, particularly to the uncontrolled crossing at Pritchard 
Way. 

47  Improve ped & cycle crossing at Longden Road/Roman Road roundabout. This is a key route to school. 

5  The path on Pritchard Way is difficult at parts, especially at night. It is bumpy and difficult on the narrower 
parts. 

62  Roman road, Old Potts Way,  Bank Farm Road : give right of way to cyclists on the junctions 

70  Some stretches of cycle path on A5112/Pritchard Way between Meole roundabout and Old Potts roundabout 
have some very bumpy parts where it has been dug up and repaired.  The resurfacing is very rough and difficult to 
cycle over. 

71  inner ring road cycle paths excellent to use ( but on road again with v high speed traffic for bridge on Telford 
Way) Pls try cycling at any speed down Roman road from Porthill roundabout- bone shaker++++!  

85  The cycle path along Roman Road is very good, but it should be given priority over side roads so that cycles do 
not have to stop and start. 

88   Improved signage along telford way especially by the pedestrian crossing to encourage pedestrians to be 
vigilant for cyclists whilst waiting at the crossing 

89  ASda via all the roundabouts to Sainsbury's no cycle tracks. 

H1  bypass cycle paths need better maintenance they are often overgrown of covered in debris leading to 
pedestrians having to walk on cycle paths.  A pity because these work well as do paths on telford way and 
whitchurch rd. 

H11  1) Cycle track on Hazledine Way and Pritchard Way needs re surfacing and givena proper width in places 

H3  remove obstacles from cycle lanes eg Roman Rd, box on stalk and 40mph sign near Longden rdbt; black 
bollards by pedestrian/cycle traffic lights near upper rd.  improve surface - rough between Longden rd and 
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Radbrook Rd along Roman Rd cycle trail 

 

School Zone South (10%) 

18  Area at longden Rd roundabout towards priory school and back to longden Coleham. Improved cycle route 
would encourage more school attenders to cycle - kids & staff! 

30  Crossings at roundabout arms especially Old Potts Way, Heathgates, Longden Road.  

32  The widened pavement on Longden Road approaching the B4380 roundabout should be marked as shared or 
split into cycle / pedestrian paths. 

46  The shared cycle path on Roman Rd is too narrow so discourages school children and others from using it. 

47  Improve ped & cycle crossing at Longden Road/Roman Road roundabout. This is a key route to school. 

48  Maintenance of the combined cycle / footpath on Roman road 

55  I'd really value improved cycle routes on main routes to all primary and secondary schools (i.e., to encourage 
students and parents to cycle) 

62  Minsterley to Pontesbury, roman road, Old Potts Way,  Bank Farm Road : give right of way to cyclists on the 
junctions.  This would make it quicker and safer for cyclists. It's silly having to give way at small roads, farm tracks, 
entrances to car show rooms and house drives every 10 metres . Also some of the existing junctions are a 
portfolio angle to the road, so you have to look over your shoulder to look out for traffic.  

89  kennedy road and over toll bridge very dangerous. 

9  Cycle paths near schools are complete chaos for cyclists and pedestrians at home time can something be done 
here? 

93  Also there should be cycle provision up and down Longden Road for school children.  My two son's cycle this 
way and they are very vulnerable in the busy traffic. 

H3  The pavement outcrops along the rd between Priory and meole Brace school - these mean moving further into 
the rioadway 

E3  Opposite Meole Brace School is a cycle lane which is over grown.  The bank has ‘slid’ down over half of the 
cycle path on the road 

 

School Zone East (10%)  

34  Reduce speed limit to 20mph on Smithfield Road, Mount Pleasant, Lancaster Road, Sutton Road, Wenlock 
Road. 

39  Abbeyforegate up to the college on London road does not feel safe, the cycle path isn't wide enough.  

42  Sutton Road north end to be closed to cars. Remainder of Sutton Road to have protected two way cycle route 
(preferably on both sides). 
Create protected cycle route along Ebnal Road (from Shrewsbury College) and Sutton Way.  
Need protected cycle route from Shrewsbury College towards town perhaps using Wenlock Road which is wider 
than London Road? 

55  I'd really value improved cycle routes on main routes to all primary and secondary schools (i.e., to encourage 
students and parents to cycle) 

56  Smithfield Road and London Road. They are both busy roads and cars drive fast. Often they overtake bikes too 
close or cut them off to avoid oncoming traffic 

58  Wenlock road, Longden road as deteriorating, 

64  Its frustrating when a good cycle track just stops ?!?eg London Road 

78  Poor / dangerous road surface on Abbey Foregate on the approach to Column Roundabout (outside Shirehall) 
as you approach from Abbey Foregate and also from Wenlock Road onto the roundabout.  Road surface at the 
bottom of Monkmoor road is also poor as you approach the lights, turning onto Abbey Foregate. 

79  Speed reduction needed in the Preston Street/ belvidere road area . Already busy with school traffic this is 
going to get a lot worse. My experience is this is the most likely place for a near miss when cycling. 
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9  Cycle paths near schools are complete chaos for cyclists and pedestrians at home time can something be done 
here? 

H6  Cars parking in cycle lanes e,g, London rd 

 

Commuter route - SE (6%) 

14  The route from Oteley Rd down the old railway through Sutton is a great way into town. Crossing Pritchard 
Way is ok and then down Sutton Lane and over the railway is satisfactory too into Betton St.  
If it was permissable to cycle as a contraflow along Bynner St and then down Trinity St to Belle Vue Rd one could 
then cross into Greyfriars Rd and so into Coleham to then use Greyfriars Bridge to get to town. 
This would then be a complete quiet route to the town from its southern edge. 

30  Crossings at roundabout arms especially Old Potts Way, Heathgates, Longden Road.  

40  Would be useful to have a cycle path on the bridge over the bypass on the road to Bridgnorth. 

56  Smithfield Road and London Road. They are both busy roads and cars drive fast. Often they overtake bikes too 
close or cut them off to avoid oncoming traffic 

66  Coleham is a difficult area, travelling towards the Abbeyforegate part of town 

81  Oteley Road 

H3  remove the dangerous raised white lines on several cycle tracks eg Sutton rd to Oteley Rd - these are lethal 
when wet 

 

Outer Bypass (5%) 

30  Lack of crossings of the A5 and A49 means that short commuter journeys to nearby villages are not seen as 
safe. Eg Cross Houses, Hanwood, Hadnall. Weeping Cross Island should have had a cycle route provided as part of 
the "Sustainable Urban Development" being built 

33  The Roundabouts on the A5 bypass (Churncote, Bowbrook, Hanwood, Emstrey) have absolutely no provision 
for cyclists to traverse these in a safe manner out from Shrewsbury into the surrounding countryside. Any new 
work/upgrades in the future for these roundabouts, should incorporate provision for cyclists to cross the dual 
carriageways. 

40  Would be useful to have a cycle path on the bridge over the bypass on the road to Bridgnorth. 

43  Introduce cycle lanes on all routes out of ton to the by pass 

H10  4) Emstry roundabout.  No thought given to cyclists.  Was safer before: 
a) to cycle legally out of town on the A5064 to B4380 - Emstry Bank. you have to get into the middle of the road at 
the top of the bank in order to be in the correct position to turn right to go straight over the roundabout.  Again 
like Heathgates slip road should be a left turn 
b) install the missing traffic lights in Thieves lane 

 

 


